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What  ts Emperimental  Philosophy9

            Stephen STICH*

    The  term  
L[experimental

 philosophyi' has  no  standard  or  widely  agreed  upon

definition. As I prefer to use  the term, it has a  broad extension  and  very  fuzzy

boundaries: Experimental philosophy is empirical  work  undertaken  with  the goal of

contributing  to a philosophical debate, though  of  course  that maEy  not  be the only

goal. Sometimes people doing experimental  philosophy conduct  experiments,  but

sometimes  they don't. Philosophically motivated  ethnography,  like Richard Brandt's

pioneering study  of  Hopi  ethics,  certainly  counts  as  experimental  philosophy, on  my

interpretation of  the term  (Brandt 1954). Indeed, though  I am  sometimes  described

as  one  of  the  pioneers of  the  experimental  philosophy movement  -  or,  more  ominously,

as  
`tthe

 Godftither" 
-

 I think Brandt was  the real  pioneer of  colltemporary  experi-

mental  philosophy. Many  experimental  philosophers are  philosophers by training and

professional afiliation,  but some  ofthe  best work  in experimental  philosophy has been

done by people who  do not  have advanced  degrees in philosophy and  do not  teach

in philosophy departments. The  work  on  altruism  by the social psychologist Daniel

Batson is, in my  view,  far and  away  the best example  of  experimental  philosophy to

date (Batson 1991, 2011).

    In recent  years, the term  
"experimental

 philosophy" has often  been used  in a

much  more  restricted  way.  On  that more  restricted  interpretation, which  I will  adopt

for the remainder  of  this paper, experimental  philosophy is the ernpirical investigation

of  philosophical intuitions, the factors that affect  them,  and  the psychological and

neurological  mechanisms  that underlie  them.  This characterization  of  experimental

phi!osophy immediately  raises  a  pair of  questions:

 1. What  are  philosophical  intuitions?

 2, Why  do experimental  philosophers want  to study  them  using  the methods  of

    empirical  science?

    My  goal in the  remainder  of  this paper will  be to explore  answers  to these ques-
 ,tlons,

    I'll begin with  the  first question, around  which  a  lively controversy  has erupted,

with  different philosophers defending quite different accounts  (Bealer 1998; Goldman

20e7; Ludwig  2007; Pust  2000; Sosa  2007; Williamson 2004i fbr a  useful  overview,  see

"
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Alexander 2012). I think  that  the  best way  to approach  this question is to  focus on

paradigm  cases  
-
 uncontroversial  examples  of  the appeal  to intuitlon in philosophical

argumenti.  Throughout  the history of  Western philosophy, episodes  like the fbllowing

have  played an  important  role  in philosophical argument.  A  philesopher describes

a  situation,  sometimes  real  but more  often  imaginary, and  asks  whether  some  of

the people or  objects  or  events  in the situation  described have  some  philosophically

interesting property  or  relation:

  -  Is the action  described 7noralty  wrong?

  .  Does  the person described know  t･hat･ she  will  not  win  the lottery?

  e  When  the speaker  in the story  uses  the word  
`water'

 does the werd  rofer  to H20?

  .  Does the 
"Chinese

 Room"  exhibit  real  intentionality?

   When  things go well,  both the philosopher and  his audience  will  agree  on  an

answer,  with  little or  no  conscious  reflection,  and  they will  take the answer  to be

obvious.  The  answer  will  then  be used  as  evidence  for or  against  some  philosophical
thesis. The  mental  states  that underlie  episodes  of  this sort  are  paradigm  cases  of

philosophical intuitions.

   Examples of  this strategy  of  philosophical argument  are  eommon  in the writings

of  Plato and  Aristotle. Here is a  well-known  passage from The Republic in which

Socrates uses  the strategy  in a  conversation  about  the nature  ofjustice,

    Well said, Cephalus,Ireplied: but as  concerning  justice, what･  is it? -
 to

    speak  the truth and  to pay  your  debts -  no  more  than  this? And  even  to

    this are  there not  exceptions?  Suppose a  friend when  in his right  mind  has

    deposited arms  with  me  and  he asks  for them or)hen  he is not  in his right

    mind,  oughtIto  given them  back to him? No  one  would  say  that  I

    ought  or  that I should  be  right  in doing  so,  any  more  than  they

    would  say  that  Iought  always  to  speak  the  truth  to  one  who  is in

    his condition.

   Ybu  are  quite right,  he replied.

    But  then,I  said,  speaking  the truth and  paying  your  debts is not  a  correct

    definition ofjustice.

i
 Perhaps  it would  be better to say  

"lamgely
 uncontroversial  exarnples,"  since  in philos-

 ophy  almost  nothing  is uncontroversial.  In a  recent  book, Cappelen (2012) maintains

 that, while  mally  philosophers  claim  that  they  use  intuition as  an  important  source

 of  evidence,  they are  mistaken  about  their ewn  practice, Fbr a convincing  critique

 of  Cappelen, $ee  Wysocki  (in preparation), who  argues  that Cappelenis argument

 depends on  an  implausibly demanding  account  of  when  a  philosopher  is relying  on

 intuition.
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    Quite correct,  Socrates, (Plato, 1882, I, 131, p. 595; italics &  boldface added.)

    In the italicized sentence,  Socrates sets  out  the imaginary situation  and  poses
a  question about  justice, In the  fo11owing sentence  (boldface), he reports  his own

intuition and  confidently  asserts  what  contemporary  philosophers typically assume,

viz.  that  everyone  who  was  confronted  with  the  question weuld  share  his intuition.

Cephalus reports  the same  intuition and  agrees  that the intuition would  be shared  by

everyone,  Then  Soerates argues  that the intuition shows  that the account  ofjustice

that Cephalus has oflered  is mistaken.

    Lots of  examples  like this can  be found in more  recent  philosophy; they are

particularly abundant  in many  areas  of  contemporary  
C`analytic"

 philosophy,

  .In  metaphysics,  debates about  personal identity still invoke intuition6 about

    Locke's famous example  of  the prinee and  the cobbler,  along  with  a  wide  vari-

    ety  of  more  recent  cases  in which  brains are  transplanted, memories  and  whole

    bodies are duplicated, and  people use  Star 7beek teletransporters.

  .  In ethics,  intuitions about  wacyward  trollies, organ  harvesting, Roman  cireuses,

    inquiring murderers,  children  drowning  in bathtubs, violinists  whose  survival  re-

    quires being connected  to someone  else  for nine  months,  and  a  host of  other  cases

    fill the  literature.

  -In  discussions of  free will, philosophers often  invoke intuitions about  people

    Iocked in prison cells, people with  brain implants, people who  dislike their own

    desires and  a  variety  of  other  cases.

  .  In epistemology,  appeal  to intuitions about  Gettier cases,  lottery eases,  fake barn

    cases,  and  stakes  cases  abound.

  .  In the philosophy of  language, philosophers rely  on  intuitions about  sorites  cases,

    Twin  Earth  cases, G6del cases  and  arthritis cases, among  many  others,

  e  In the philosophy  of  mind,  intuitions about  inverted spectrums,  zombies,  Mary

    cases  and  Chinese  Room  cases  are  widely  invoked,

    This list is, of course,  far from complete,  It would  be an  easy  task to add  dozens

of  additional  examples.

    What  do the intuitions invoked in these examples  harve in common?  As  noted

earlier,  when  things go well,  people who  are  asked  about  these cases  find themselves

almost  immediately  disposed to offer  an  answer,  though  they  are  not  consciously

aware  of  engaging  in any  reasoning  that leads them  to that answer.  I am  inclined

to think that this is all that these case$  have in common,  ThusI  endorse  a  broadly

inclusive account  of  philosophical intuition. On  this point, I agree  with  Timothy

Williamson, who  maintains  that more  restrictive  aecounts  of philosophical intuition

wiil  not  reflect  the way  the term  
`intuition'

 is invoked  in contemporary  philosophy.
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    Although we  could  decide to restrict  the term  
`intuition'

 to states  with  some

    list of  psychological or  episteinological  features, such  a  stipulation  would  not

    explain  the more  promiscuous  role  the term  plays in the practice of  philos-

    ophy,  This emerges  more  clearly in appeals  to  intuition in disputes over

    actual  cases.  (Williamson 2007, 218)2

    Of course,  it could  turn out  that most  or  all ofthe  mental  states  that philosophers

have called  
`philosophical

 intuitions' shai'e  interesting psychological properties that

can't  be detected without  careful  empirical  work.  But in an  important recent  paper,

Jennifer Nado  (2014) argues  that this is not  the case.  Nado  revlews  a  growing  body

of  scientific  evidence  suggestirig  that `Lthe
 mental  states  which  are  generally assumed

to fall under  the eategory  of  
`intuition'

 Iikely comprise  a  highly heterogeneous group;
from the point of  view  of  psychology  or of  neuroscience,  in fact, [intuitions'

 appear  to

be generated by several  fundamentally different sorts  of  mental  processes." If Nado

is right,  andI  am  inclined to think she  is, then  one  of  the  debates that will  be center

stage  in the pages to fbllow, which  fbcuses on  the reliability  of  philosophical intuitions

and  the appropriateness  of  using  philosophical intuitions as  evldence  in support  of

philosophi¢ al theories, wiil  need  to be recast  in an  important  wa[y,  Rather than  chal-

lenging, or  defending, the epistemic  status  of  most  or  all philosophical intuitions, we

should  be exploring  the epistemic  status  of  different sorts  of  philosophical intuitions

that, according  to our  best psychology alld  neuroscience,  are  produced  by diffbrent

mental  mechanisms.

    Let me  turn now  to the second  question posed  earlier:  urhy do eqperimental

philosophers want  to study  phitosophicat intuittons using  the methods  of ernpiricag
science7  Broadly  speaking,  I think experimental  philosophers can  be divided into

two  clusters,  and  the people in these clusters  answer  this question  in quite different

ways.  One  group, which  was,  and  continues  to be, inspired by the groundbreaking

work  of  Joshua Knobe  (2003, 2005, 2010), answers  the question by noting  that, in one

guise or  another,  conceptual  analysis  has always  played a  central  role  in philosophy,

and  that intuitions are  typically invoked as  an  important source  of  evidence  for (or
against)  a  proposed  conceptual  analysis.  Why  are  intuitions usefu1  as  evidence  in

conceptual  analysis?  Many  philQsophers would,  I think, endorse  something  like the

answer  proposed  by Alvin Goldman,

2
 Most  philosophers  who  p[opose  more  restricted  accounts  of  philosophical  intuition

 are  not  concerned  that their characterization  of  intuition excludes  mental  states  that

 some  philosophers have called  
`intuitions',

 Rather than  trying  to capture  philosophical

 usage,  typically those  who  offer  restricted  ac ¢ ounts  of  lntuition a[re  trying to dojlend

 the use  of  intuitions as  evidence  in philosophy. In constructing  their definitions of

 
`intuition'

 they  try to exclude  cases  that  they  don't think  shoutd  be used  as  evidence,

 even  if many  philosophers  would  call those cases  
`intuitions'.
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    It's part of  the  nature  of  concepts  .,,that possessing a  concept  tends  to give

    rise  to beliefs and  intuitions that accord  with  the contents  of  the concept.

    If the content  of  someone's  concept  F  implies that F  does (doesn't) apply

    to example  x,  then that person is disposed to intuit that F  applies  (doesn't
    apply)  to x  when  the  issue is raised  in his mind.  . . . [P]ossessing a  concept

    makes  one  disposed to harve pro-intuitions toward  correct  applications  and

    con-intuitions  toward  incorrect applications  
--
 correct,  that is, relative  to

    the contents  of  the concept  as  it exists  in the subjeet's  head, (Goldman
    2007, 14-15)

    This account  is quite similar  te the standard  account  that Chomskian  linguists

offer for the use  of  linguistic intuitions in confirming  or  disconfirming a  theory about

the  grammar  of  a  person's 
ttl-language"

 
-

 the  language whose  grammar  is actually

represented  in the person's mind  (Chomsky 1986). Linguistic intuitions about  a  sen-

tence,  Chomskians maintain,  typically reflect  what  the speaker's  mentally  represented

grammar  entails  about  the sentence.  So, for example,  if the grammar  entails  that

the sentence  is grammatical,  speakers  will  be disposed to intuit that the sentence  is

grammatical, and  if the grammar  entails that the sentence  is not  grammatical, then

speakers  will  be disposed to intuit that the sentence  is not  grammatical.  However, as

Chomsky  and  his followers have long noted,  a  speaker's  linguistic intuitions are  not

an  infallible source  of  information about  the grammar  of  the speaker's  I-language.

Failures of  attention,  limits of  short  term  memory,  and  a  variety  of  other  factors can

produce  what  Chomsky  calls  
"performance

 errors"  leading to linguistic intuitions that

do not  reflect  the speaker's  underlying  grammatical  compet-ence.  Much  the same  can

happen with  philosophical intuitions. As  Goldman notes,  t･here are  a  number  of  ways

in which  
"intuitions

 can  go wrong.:'  For example,  the person having the intuition

may  have a mistaken  belief about  some  detail of  the example,  or  she  may  
`Close

 track

of  some  features of  the  example  while  mentally  computing  the  applicability  of  F  to

it." Ibr our  purposes, however, the  most  interesting source  of  performance  errors

that Goldman  mentions  is that the person having the intuition "might
 have a  false

theory  about  her concept  of  F, and  this theory  may  intrude when  forming an  appli-

cation  intuition" 
-

 i.e. an  intuition about  whether  the concept  applies  to an  example

specified  in a  thought  experiment.  (Ibid) As  Goldman  goes on  to note,  this is a  dan-

ger to which  philosophers are  particularly vulnerable,  since  they  have often  have well

elaborated  theories about  the concepts  they  are  attempting  to  analyze.

    Knobe,  and  many  experimental  philosophers who  have fo11owed in his fbotsteps,

in what  has been dubbed  
"the

 Posit･ive Program" of  experimental  philosophy, are

motivated  to explore  intuitions experimentally  primarily  because they think that- by

doing so  they  can  do a  bet･ter job of  conceptual  analysis.  They  can  avoid  some  of  the

idiosyncrasies, biases and  performance  errors  that  are  likely to confront  philosophers

-25-
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who  attend  only  to their own  intuitions and  the  intuit･ions of  a  fow professional col-

leagues who  read  the same  journals and  who  may  have prior commitments  to  theories

about  the concepts  under  analysis.  By  collecting  the  intuitions of  a  substantial  num-

ber of  non-philosophers,  Knobe  maintains,  we  may  discover important  facts about

ordinary  concepts  that have gone  unnoticed  by philosophers using  more  traditional

methods  of  conceptual  analysis.

    Knobe's ewn  groundbreaking  discovery of  
C`the

 side-efiect  effect"  provides an

excellent  example  of  the way  in which  experimental  philosophy  can  lead to unex-

pected  discoveries about  philosophically  important concepts.  Prior to Knobe's  work,

there was  a  substantial  philosophical literature aimed  at  analyzing  the concept  of

intentional action.  But the philosophers who  contributed  to that literature assumed

that  intentionai action  was  a  purely descriptive concept,  and  that  whether  or  not

the outcome  of  an  action  was  intentional would  depend entirely  on  the psychologi-

cal  states  that led to the action.  Knobe  suspected  that non-philosophers;  intuitions

about  foreseen side-effects  of  actions  would  also  be affected  by the moral  valence  of

the side-effect,  though  philosophers might  not  have these intuitions because of  the

influence of  philosophical  theories in this area.  [[b test his hypothesis, Knobe  (2003)
presented subjects  with  scenarios  like the following:

    The  vice-president  of  a  company  went  to the chairman  of  the boarcl and

    said,  
"We

 are  thinking of  starting  a  new  program,  It will  help us  increase

    profits, but it will  also  harm  the  environment."

    The  chairman  of  the board answered,  
"I

 don't care  at  all about  harming the

environment.  Ijust  want  to make  as  much  profit as  I can.  Let's start  the new

       )?

program,

    They  started  t･he new  pregram.  Sure enough,  the environment  was  harmed.

                                         '

    Another group  of  subjects  was  presented with  the identical text, except  that
Charm',

 
Lharming'

 and  
`harmed'

 were  systematically  replaced  by 
`help,'

 
`helping'

 and

`helped'.
 In the harm  case,  participants were  asked  how  much  blame the chairman

deserved (on a scale from O-6) and  whether  he intentionally harmed  the environment.

In the help case,  partieipants were  asked  how  much  praise the  chairman  deserved (on
a  scale  from 0-6) and  whether  he intentionally helped the environment.  The  results,

which  have been replicated  many  times, were  quite striking,  In the harm  case,  82%

said  the chairman  brought about  the side-effect  intentionally. But in the help case,

77%  said  the chairman  did not  bring about  the side-effect  intentionally. This remark-

able  finding has led to an  on-going  debate about  what  factors are  responsible  for this

effect  (Adams &  Steadman 2004; Nichols &  Ulatowski  2007i Alicke 2008; Machery

2008). Though  not  everyone  agrees,  Knobe  and  maay  others  think that  the  finding

refiects  a  previously unsuspected  feature of  the  ordinary  concept  of  intentional ac-
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tion -  a  feature that had not  been noticed  by philosophers who  relied  on  their own

intuitions3.

    Befbre turning  to  another  account  of  why  experimental  phiiosophers want  to  use

the methods  of  empirieal  science  to study  philosophical intuitions, I think it is worth

noting  that a  largely parallel 
`[experimental

 movement"  has also  emerged  in linguis-

tics, Concerned that reliance  on  the intuitions of professional linguists might  obseure

dialect differences or  enshrine  performance  errors  that may  be caused  by linguists'

theoretical commitments,  a  growing  group  of  linguists have begun to do experiments

in whlch  they  survey  the linguistic intuitiens of  erdinary  speakers.  In a  number  of

cases,  the findings have posed  an  important  challenge  to earlier  work  based entirely

on  linguists' intuitions4.

    The  second  answer  to the question: urhy do earperimental  philosophers want  to

study  philosophical intuitions using  the methods  of empirical  science?  is best set

out  against  the backdrop of  a different account  the  philosophical goals that  many

philosophers are  pursuing, As noted  earlier,  the  analysis  of  concepts  has long placyed

an  important  role  in philosophy. And  in the middle  years of  the 20th century,  some

philosophers, infiuenced by Logical Positivism and  
"ordinary

 language  philosophy,"
held the  view  that this was  the main  job of  philosophy, But  many  philosophers, both

historical and  contemporary,  would  reject  this view.  According to Ernest Sosa, for
example,

    It is often  claimed  that analytic  philosophy appeals  to armchair  intuitions

    in the service  of  
"conceptual

 analysis."  But this is deplorably misleading.

    The  use  of  intuitions in philosophy should  not  be tied exclusively  to concep-

    tua! analysis. Consider some  main  subjects  of  prominent  debate: utilitar-

    ian versus  deontological theories in ethics,  for example,  or  Rawlsis theory

    ofjustice  in social  and  political philosephy, or  the externalismfinternalism

    debate in epistemology;  and  many  others  could  be cited  to similar  effect.

    These are  not  controversies  about  the conceptual  analysis  of  sorne  concept.

    They  seem  moreover  to be disputes about  something  more  objective  than

    just a  description or  analysis  of our  individual or shared  concepts  of  the

    relevant  phenomena.  Yet they have been properly conducted  in terms  of

    hypothetical examples,  and  intuitions about  these examples,  The  questions

    involved are  about  rightness,  or  justice, or  epistemic  justification. Some

    such  questions concern  an  ethical  or  epistemic  subject  matter,  and  not  just

   
3
 An  alternative  hypothesis is that  the side  

-
 effect  effect  is itself a  performance  error,

    and  that the intuitions of  subjects  in these experiments  do not  tell us  what  their

    concept  of  intentional action  actually  says  about  some  of  these cases.  See Alexander

    et al, C2010) for a  discussion of  some  of  the  problems  encountered  in the attempt  to

    decide between these hypotheses,

   
4
 Fbr further discussion and  sorne  examples,  see  Machery  &  Stich (2012).

                               -27-
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    our  corresponding  concepts,  (Sosa 2007, p. 100)

    Sosa is surely  right- that many  analytic  philosephers would  reject  the  idea that

philosophy  is principally concerned  with  t,he analysis  of concepts.  Rather, they  would

insist, many  epistemologist･s  are  concerned  with  the nature  of knowledge- what  knowl-

edge  is - not  with  some  person's or group's cencept  of knowledge, that many  moral

and  political philosophers are  concerned  with  the nature  of,?'ustice 
-
 what  J'ustice is -

not  just with  some  person's or  group's concept  ofjustice,  and  so on  for many  other

branches of  philosophical inquiry.

    In order  to use  intuitions about  hypethetical examples  to study  these phenom-

ena,  philosophers typieally assume  that the contents  of  philosophical intuitions are

likely to be true. Thus, for example,  if we  have the intuition that the prot･agonist in

a  typical  Gettier case  does not  know  the  specified  proposition, p, t･hen it is likely that

a  person  in that situation  does not  know  that p, and  any  theory about  the nature  ef

knowledge  that entails the protagonist does know  that p is challenged.  Similarly, if

our  intuition in a  
"Magistrate

 and  the Mob"  case  is that it is morally  wrong  for the

magistrate  to knowingly find the innoeent man  guilty in order  to prevent a  violent

riot,  then  it probably  is morally  wrong,  and  a  moral  theory that entails  that it is

wrong  would  be supported,

    In the  previous paragraph, I followed the ubiquitous  practice of  talking about
C`our"

 intuitiQns and  what  foIIows if "we"
 have a  specified  intuition, without  ever

sa(ying who  
"we"

 are,  [I]he tacit assumption  behind this prac;t･ice seems  to be that

everyone  (or almost  everyone)  will  have the same  intuition. As  I noted  earlier, this

is an  assumption  that goes all the  way  back  to  Plato, Socrates insists that  
"no

 one

would  saiy  that I ought  [to return  the weapons]  or  that I should  be right  in doing

so, any  more  than  they would  sacy that  I ought  always  to speak  the truth to one

who  is in his condition"  (Plato 1992; italics added),  But it is an  assumption  about

which  I have long been suspicious.  (See, for example,  Stich 1988 &  1990.) Starting in

the final decade  of  the  20th century,  the work  of  Richard  Nisbett and  other  cultural

psychologists demonstrated that there are  important differences in the perception,

memory  and  cognition  of  people in different cultures  (Nisbett 2003; Henrich et  al.

2010; Heine  2011). In light of  these findings, I wondered,  why  should  we  blithely as-

sume  that people in different cultures  would  share  the  same  philosophical intuitions?

The  assumption  seems  to be making  a  bold empirical  claim  which  is susceptible  to

empirical  exploration.  So in the final years of  the  last century,  some  of  my  former

students  and  I decided to test the assumption,  Many  philosophers found the  results  of

our  first few studies  quite unsettling.  In some  cases,  it seemed,  people with  different

cultural  backgrounds had significantly diflerent intuitions about  standard  philosoph-
ical thought  experiments  (Weinberg et  al. 2001). If this is right,  then  it poses an

important challenge  to the use  of  intuitions that  Sosa sketches  in the passage  quoted
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above.  For, as  Sosa himself noted,  if one  group of  people have t-he intuition that

(sabr) the protagoni$t in a  Gettier case  does know  that p, and  another  group  have the

intuition that the protagonist does not  know  that p, then they  can't  both be right.  So

without  a  well-supported  
t`theory

 of  error"  that explains  why  the  people or  cultures

who  disagree with  us  are  mistaken,  the finding of  cultural  or  individual differences in

philosophical intuition makes  the  assumptioll  that  
CCour"

 intuitions are  very  likely t･o

be true more  than  a  bit problematic, (Sosa 2007)
    In the dozen  years since  the  appearance  of  the first papers reporting  cultural

variation  in philosophical intuition, there have been a  nurnber  of studies  suggesting

that intuitions vary  aeross  other  demographie groups divided by age  or  personality
or  gender5. 0ther studies  found that･ the order  in which  questions are  asked,  or

minor  details of  the wording,  or  the physical circumstances  in which  the  intuitions

are  solicited  can  all have an  effect  on  t･he intuitions that people report6,  All of  this

is bad news  for the  standard  philosophical assumption  that  the  contents  of people's
intuitions are  very  likely to be true. As Walter Sinnott-Armstrong has noted,  in

discussing order  effects  in moral  intuitions,

    The  truth about  what  is morally  right  or  wrong  in the  cases  did not  vary

    with  [the order  in which  they were  presented]. Henee moral  [intuitions] fail

    to track the truth and  are  unreliable  insofar as  they  are  subject･  to such

    order  effects.  (Sinnott-Armstrong 2008, p. 67)

    This challenge  to a  method  of  inquiry t･hat has played an  important  role  in philos-

ophy  from  Plato's time  onward  has not,  of  eourse,  gene  unanswered.  Some  critics  have

raised  questions about･  the design of  experiments  which  claim  to find demographic

differences in philosophical intuitions, or  to find troublesome  features like order  ef

fects (Sosa 2007). Others have claimed  that when  design flaws are  rnitigated,  some

of  the worrisome  findings cannot  be replicated  (Nagel et al. 2013). It will,  I think,

require  many  more  experimental  studies,  and  better designed studies,  before we  have

an  accurate  picture of  whether  and  where  philosophical  intuit･ions are  susceptible  to

problematic variation,  What  is clear, though, is that one  of  the main  reasons  why

philosophers want  to $tudy  philosophical intuitions empirically  is that  these  studies

are  a  central  component  in the debate over  the viability  of  one  of  philosophy's oldest

and  most  often  used  methods,

5
 Fbr agc  see  Colago ct  al. (2014); for personality see  Yleltz &  Cokely (2009); for gender
 see  Buckwalter &  Stich (2013).
6
 Fbr order  effects  and  wording  effects  (sometime also  called  

L`framing

 effects")  see

 Sinnott-Armstrong (2008). R)r  the effects  of  physical circumstances,  see  [[bbia et  al.

 (2013).
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